Ready for
High School

Physical Education Learning
Journey @ Birchensale

Complete
knowledge of basic
skills, games play
and decision making
Game play and
analysis of fielders

How to run a
competition

What are the
different
components of
fitness?

How to hold a golf
club

How to lift
and hold
each other

How to score?

How to improve
different
components of
fitness and
improve diet

How to strike a
ball in golf

Extended play and
extended rules

Where to hit the
ball in order to
score the runs/
rounders

Learn rules
and
regulations
of the game

Group
gymnastics

Learn key skills
needed for the
game

Term 2:Gymnastics, Health
Related Fitness,

Term 3: Rounders, Cricket, Athletics and Tennis, Golf

Term 1: Basketball, Volleyball, Touch Rugby, Rowing
YEAR
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2Minute timed
row extended to 3
minutes

Rotation and
movement on court

Set plays

Technique and pace

Throwing a
Javelin, discus and
shot

Key concepts on
tactical
awareness

Game play

Vaulting straddle
and through vault

Jumping into a
sand pit,
measuring run
ups

Tactical
awareness, where
should you hit the
ball?

How to score
keep

Movement and
placement of
the shuttle
How to field
in Rounders

How to get on and
off a box top.

Rules of the game

YEAR
Term 3:Athletics, Striking & fielding, Tennis
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Term 1: Badminton, Hockey, Football , Basketball
What are the different
shots in badminton?

Flight, how to use
a spring board

How to create
shapes in the air

Competitive
game play

How to create a
sequence with a
partner

Mirror, match and
contrast

Term 2: Netball, Rowing,
Gymnastics

Term 3: Rounders, Tennis, Cricket, Athletics

Do you know the
rules? What to do
with your feet
Movement on
and off the ball

Term 2: Gymnastics, ball handling and Hockey

How to mark a player

Learning how
to pace

Basic technique,
how to use the
monitor

Basic
principles
of striking
and
fielding

Running on an
athletics track
How to return a
tennis ball

YEAR
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Term 3:Athletics, Striking and fielding, Tennis

How to cope with
competitive
games

How to set up a rowing
machine
How to hit a ball

Knowing
the
difference
between
attack and
defence

What balances
do you know?

Movement on
court

How to create
space

?

Learn basic
defending and
attacking
principles

Jump, throw, run,
use a turning board

YEAR
Term 2: Gymnastics, ball handling and Hockey
Discovering
different
methods of
travel

Exploring how to
pass a ball

Term 1: Indoor athletics, Football

Learn Basic skills

Play games in overload situations

‘ Belong, Motivate, Succeed’
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